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‘ ,This inventionrelatesv more particularly to that _ pears most clearlyin Figure 3‘, to provide nar-' 
type of seesaw device which has'a traveling move- rower front and’ rear end extensions,‘ with shoul- - 
yment imparted "thereto 'by, the seesawing op- 'del's at the‘ opposite isides‘lof these respective 
eration, although some of the featuresof im- extensions, ‘allgcorners-fbein'g rounded.‘ - The 

‘5. provementjma'y also be embodied in other, kinds" Vfl'ame as, a whole further’ includese'a transverselyg?o 
‘ .ot seesawdevices. ‘ . » f g . arl'angedmriiser‘ ‘or upright 2’whic'h rises from-the 
. 1 Among the objects of the inventi’on‘i's tozpro- ~frame plate 1‘ midway of its length. This’ upright 
vide a traveling seesaw device which will afford is in general of inverted U-shape to provide a 
.a maximum of pleasureand' amusement to the bench, as appearsmostclearly invI'ji'gure 4._ The‘ 

'_ 10 riders, whichwill be convenient and easy to op- lower Tends, of the legs or" standardsfoiethis 65 
. erate, and which ‘will operate .eflectively-andre- . U-shaped bench. are rigidly and '?rmlyvsecured vto ‘ 

r >_ liablyr. I ' ' ' ' l. _ ' - ‘ theirame plate 1' adjacent to its‘ edges ,by'means 

‘ ‘ fotherobject is to'attain simplicity of con- of, for example; screws’ or. bolts (not-shown). 
struction together with economy and‘convenience This upright 2 is-indicated in the drawings'as 

15 in manufacture as well as adequatestreng'th and made from wood but vit could be of metal,_ sub-:7.0 
‘ durability. _Other objects and advantages of the stantially of-theshape'shown or of a more or less 
invention will hereinafter appear‘ 1 _ v _, different shape! ' 7 ~ 1 

‘ In carrying out the invention there is pro: _:> The entire deviceisr supported for traveling 
.‘vided’ an improved arrangement of ' supporting’ movement upon four rubber-tired disc wheelsB, 

' ,2‘), wheels by means of which the device is propelled 4,15, ‘and 6, comprising the two larger left‘ and :75 
andsteered, improved power-transmittingopera- ' right side wheels ‘3- and 4, andthetwo smaller 
‘tionmechanism through which traction is affect- . front and rear wheels 5‘ and 6. The left hand 
39d, an improved Steering gear,‘ an adjustable‘ side wheel 3‘is‘a traction wheel, fixed oil-the end 
snrinzhqcounterbalance and an improved adl'uste'; portion'of a driveshaft Tjournaled in apair‘ of so 
able-seat backvc'onstruetion in'cooperation with bearings a; ‘,8jsecur'edon the lower ‘side of the Y 
adjustable hand holds- The invention valso fur- ipl'atform formed by the frame plate 1. The other 

. ther includes variousjeatures of constructionand *orright hand sidewhe‘el 4,157 merely a‘supporting 
FombiPations Qt‘, Part5, as will appear rfrom the "wheel; being an idler loosely rotatively'mounted 

_' 30 followmsdesqnptwn- 1' _‘ _ ' _ ‘_ Y on theother endlportion'of the drive shaft 7.85 
' l 7 One embodiment of the invention, shown in the The drive shaft 7 is located midway of the length ' 

accompanying drawings,v will now “Particularly of the frame platform 1 in-verticalalignmént 
, idescribed _ and thereafter the‘ invention :Will be‘ with the‘up'right 2,.with theiside wheels 3 and 4 

I ‘ pointed out in claims, reference now being had beyond the‘ edges ‘of this platform,‘ whilerthe 
f 35“ t9 “~15 drawings. m wmqhw . - ‘ ' , - smaller ,front and rear-wheels-4 and 5Iare entirely. 90 

~» ‘ ?gural 1s a Plan ‘new ‘0f. a travelmg Seesaw 7' below 'the'rlevel of this platformat its front and , 
-l device in which the invention is embodied; ' v ' ' ' ~ 

Figure 2 is a vertical longitudinal section of 
"such device vtaken ‘substantially-on the’ zig-zag 

F5 

‘rear ends;. .7 . e V 

‘The front wheel 5 .is‘a steering wheel, while 
the rear wheel6 is a caster wheel. The steering . 
wheel 5 has an axle Q'carIriedby a steering forkv 95 
10>.’ This'steerin'g'fork hasits yerticalitem at the‘ ‘ 
'top'thereof swiveled‘ in abearing'through ‘the 

7' vfront-end of the platform frame plate lefw‘iThe 
' upperend ‘of this stem has a disc ‘11' ?xed thereon _ 

‘bits-Lin the drawings as an emliodimentv of the‘in above theYfmmg plate'ril' ‘31's? lsvllleid 10° 
’ ventijon ‘is indicated- as beingycbnstructed largely, 3mm”? an???“ the Ste“? pf the- steeimg f°17 ° 

'7 of metal; but with some partsr'of ‘wood, although _1S reta'med m Its bearing, 3.16.913“ we?!“ 
the relative proportionsof ‘these materials may of a’ control screw 12= The'steenng fork}? maybe 

7 Vibe‘ vafie'd1as’,desirediund’er> any,’ particular ?r; turned for steerlngby means lot thedisc 11, as’ 105 . 

' ,?oi'wcilmstan'ces. However,‘_met-al parts in such a‘de- : Win-he‘reinafter ,appealr'. I‘The caster wltefilis-hat ' ‘vice ‘arev'iinexpensive and commonly more durable’ an axle 13 Earned by 3,0915%! fork of bracket ; 

tha'nwood. V l v ' ' 1 ‘ V ; 1 ‘ v - ‘ frame 14' the caster stem‘ of which passes through’ 

_ > The illustrated device has a main frame plate andiis journaled. in a bealflnfglin the rearendof 
, [1 of suitably strong’and'thick metal such asesteel; the frame plate '1, l The sterner the caster- fork 
5% This frame Plate issymmetriww shaped; as '81)- 14 ‘is retainedin its bliaringlby awash.“ 15 aw’? 

‘line 24-2 of'li‘igure ,1;' l ., .; - v -_ ‘ 

Ffigure‘3 is" a horizontal] section“ on the: line 
3-3 of‘Flgure 2; and ‘ ‘ 1 ‘ 3 'i 

, > _Figure 4 is a rear end'elev tion as viewed from 
' [the‘left in theprecedingfigurés} i, _' , - 

‘ The‘ particular traveling seesaw devicevshown 



the frame plate 1 and held in place by’ a control 
screw 16. ' 

An elongated seesaw member 17 extends lon 
gitudinally or fore and aft in elevated position 
above the frame plate 1 beyond which it projects 
at both ends and is fulcrumed at the middle of 
its length on the top of the cross bar which joins 
together the legs or standards of the bench or 
upright 2. seesaw member may be desirably 
formedof a-‘suitably strongspring steel plate, as 
indicated in the drawings. At the middle of its 
length the seesaw plate 1'7 is of ‘a width substan 
tially equal to the length of the fulcrum bench 2, 

. thereby providing suf?cient stiffness and strength. 
, This seesaw plate more or less gradually decreases 
in width towards its ends, terminating insuitably 
narrow seat-forming end portions having parallel 
lateral edges. For effectively serving its practi 
cal purpose as well as for ornamental effect this 
seesaw plate may have substantially the contour 

‘ shown in Figurel. 'This seesaw plate will be re 

der the weight of theriders. 
‘ 'siliently yieldablc-to a desirable slight extent un 

‘ “The-seesaw‘memberl'l is fuicrumed to rock on 
'thes‘upright‘ 2 bymeans-of a stiff transverse rod 

i or shaft '18 which is shown as firmly secured to the ' 
platenl'lagainst its-lower side by a pair 

of 5 screws 19, 19. "This shaft 18' rests “and mayv 
rockjin anarcuatevgroovealong the top of the 

; upright 2 ‘which is‘ beveled to incline downward 
‘ ‘away ‘from’ ‘this groove“ to provide'clearance, for " 
theseesawmember 1''? in its rocking movement. 
‘The‘seesaw member 1'7 is further‘pivoted and 
‘held in place by ~ means a of reduced journal ends 
'20, 20 on the shaft‘l8'which are pivoted in bear- ' 
“ings‘21,'21 secured 'by screws 22, 22 tovthej up 
,1 right 2. 

'The operating r'mecham'sm comprises -power— 
transmitting connections for‘ imparting ‘rotation 
-'to the traction - wheel‘ 3 ‘from "the ‘ rockingseesaw . ' 

1 member 17.; -In the embodiment of the'invention ‘ 
-illustrated'in the drawings, this operating mech- ‘ 
vanismvinclud'es-gearing which is-shown as multi 
plying gearing‘, ‘although so ‘far :as the ‘invention 
‘is concerned thegear ratio might‘be'differentand 
could, for example, ‘be :reducing gearing; In‘ the " 

'~ constructionshm?n‘the drawings,. a small‘?rs't ' 
spur gear‘23 is fixed on the drive shaft '7 between ' 

'> its bearings ' 8 .and .atithe 1 center : of *the platform 
=.plate 1 above ‘which this :gear 'slightlyyprojects 
through an :opening’ provided f-for the. purpose. 

' second and larger spur gear .24, shown .as _ 

'twice thediameter of the;smaller gear '23, has 
intermeshingdrivingengagementwiththejlatter. 

' "This driving .gear:24. jSL?XEd upoma' crank ‘shaft 
25 which is located directlyabove the .drive shaft 
71. ‘The crank shaft passes through and isjour-y 
naled inappairzof sideplates 26,26-between'which 

' the drivinggearjisrotatably heldwhioh alsopre 
vents longitudinal movement ofithe :crank shaft. ' 
:Tl'leseplates 126,26 formparts-ofa gearing ,frame 
which 81311138 lower;end<is ,?rmly‘andrigi'clly-se- ‘ 
rcured to the'platform frame vV];ilate_.~1:;and which 
zat'its'upperi-end is notched to have interlocking‘ 
‘engagement iwithzthecrossrbarlof the upright 2,‘ 
.sothahtherejs therebya mutual bracing effect, 
iparticularlyfof the upright‘j2, longitudinally of 
.the platform-1.» ‘ . I ’ ' 

pairno'f.similarlcrankarms 27 and 28, of 
i '- equal-length, are ?x‘edrrespectively upon .the op— 
.;pos‘ite._projecting ‘ends of V ‘the , crank shaft 25; 

the construction shown ,eitherone or the ‘other 
of these crank. arms. may be ‘operatively' utilized 

In 

in the. driving connection while the other crank 
arm. necessarily rotates idly, v"as will presently ap 

" which’ are locked together. 
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pear. As illustrated in the drawings, the adjust 
ments are such that the left hand crank arm 27 
is utilized as an operating crank while the right 
hand crank arm 28 is an idler. 
The left hand crank arm 27 is connected to 

the seesaw plate member 17 to be operated there 
by by means of a two-part longitudinally tele 
scopic connecting rod. This connecting rod com 
prises a lower part 29 in the form of a sleeve and. 
an upper rod part 30 telescoped into the sleeve and 
locked in longitudinally adjusted condition there 
in by means of a set screw 31 in the sleeve part 29 
‘to clamp the rod apart 30. The lower end of the 
‘sleeve part 29 is pivoted on the wrist pin of the 
crank 27 on which it is held in place by an end 
screw 32 together with a washer 33. The upper 

'_ end of the rodpart 30 is pivotally connected to the 
seesaw plate member 17 in rearwardly spaced 
relation from its fulcrum rod 18 by means of a 
pivot pin 34 carried'by a depending bifurcated 
bracket‘ 35 secured by bolts‘36, '36 to the‘ screw 
member. ' I ' ‘ ' _ v 

n The pivot pin 34 is shown as spaced from the 
fulcrum shaft 178 a distance which is substantial 
ly three times‘. as great as the effective length 'of 
the crank 27. It is clear that this operatively 
connected connecting rod may be adjustably 
lengthened or shortened thereby adjusting the 
‘position of the seesaw member 17 in ‘its rocking 
movement.‘ vIt is of course to be understood from 
the'drawings that the clamping screw 31 is in 
tightened condition so that thereby the two tele 
scopic parts 29- and 30 of the connecting rod are 
securely locked together to operate as a unit and 
‘by reason of which‘ the‘crank 2'7'is operatively' 
connected to the seesaw memberl'l. 

. It is'to be understood from the drawings that 
the other or right hand crank arm 28'has an 
idling pivotal connection to the seesaw member 
17 by means of a longitudinally telescopic con 
necting rod which is of the same construction as 
that just described for the left hand crank arm 
2'7. This connecting rod for the right hand crank 
28 similarly 1comprises a ‘lower sleeve part3’? in 
which an upper rod part 38 freely telescopes, the 
sleeve partv3'7 being provided with a set screw '39 
which in this instance'is left in looseer unclamp 
ing relation ‘with the telscoping' rod part 38 so 
that. thereby the latter is free to slide in the 
sleeve 37.‘ I I ' I ' ‘ 

The lower end of the'sleeve part'B'l’is pivoted 
on the wrist pin of the crank 28 and held thereon 
by a screw 40 and washer 41. The upper end'of 
the‘rod part 38 is pivotally‘connected to the see 
saw member 17 in forwardly spaced relation from 
its fulcrum ‘rod 18 byjmeans of ‘a pivot pin 42 
carried by I a’ depending bifurcated bracket 43 
secured by‘bolts' .44,‘ 44 to the seesaw member. 

‘ The spacing of the pivot pin 42 from the fulcrum 
. rod 18 issubstantially-equal to three times the 
effective length of thelcrank 28. _. 

' The free telesc'opic‘sliding movement of the‘two 
parts 37 and,38 of the idling connecting rod is 
clearly indicated in Figure 2, in whichthis con-I 
nectingrod is shown. as elongated or drawn out. 
substantially‘to the greatest'extent, in which'it 
is of considerably greater length than the ‘operat 
,ing connecting rod, the two parts 29mm )30 of 

in the cycle of movement, substantially opposite 
'to' that shown, the freely telescopically, sliding 
parts 37 and 38'of the idling connecting rod will 
be pushed together substantially'to their greatest 
extentso that this connecting rod will thus be 
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> its partsl29 and 30.locked.together.w . 
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shorter than ‘ the ‘ operatingv connectingmod with 

t The right hand “connectingfrod may-be (used 
as the driver instead of the left hand connecting 
rod, merely by loosening the, locking ;screw_ 31- of 
the latter and tighteningthe locking-screw39 of 
the former-with its parts 37 and 38in operatively 

' correctadjustedposition. 'With‘both oi‘ the look 
ing screws 31 and39 set tight the entire mecha-, 
nism vwould be locked; against’ operation,- ,as. is 
evident fromFigure 2. The above described ‘op 
erating mechanism not only provides for substi 
tute operation by meansv of either one or the other 
of the .cranks27uor 28 but'also‘ desirably results 
in‘ a balanced appearanceof the entirerseesaw 
device as a whole. ‘ ' 

“It will now-be clearly evident that one ‘of the ‘ 
connectionsmay be made soas atall times tor-be 
rigid or non-telescopidwith the other. connection 
then made tobej at all times freely telescopically 
slidable as an idler. For example, with the left 
hand-connecting rod ' for the crank 27- made all ' 
in one piece or otherwise permanently non-slid 
able,_ .the ‘right ,I‘han'd connecting -.rod, would =-be 
made , to .be : permanently freely, telescopically 
slidable, the‘ clamp screw 39-.then being‘ omitted. 
In such-casethe operation would be the same as 
abovedescribed and indicated tinthe drawings, 
irevwith theleft hand lockingrscrew. 31 tightened 
and, theright-handv locking’, screw. 39 loosened; 
.JThe steering ,isyavdone by, the vI rearcseat rider, ' 
since‘. .-rider,_faces>forward. vIn carrying out 
this featurethe steering .‘gear connections include 
a pair of .fro-operating;oppositelymovable. ?exible ' 
connecting members eirtendingfore and aft. A 
pair- of'steering chains $15,115 have their adjacent 

‘ front ends ‘connected respectively to eyes;46‘,> 46 
.on- the -__di_sc ll of the steering fork 10> atequally 
distant oppositesides laterally from the pivotal 
,axiso; ‘the, steering fork‘ and its disc 11, which 
thus becomes atWo-arrned steering ‘lever. These 
chains’ extend rearwardly alongside of each other 
in spaced relation and‘have their Ie'ar'endsre 
spectively connected to lateral eyes 47, 4'1 carried» 
onthe upper side of and equidistantly i-spaced 

' from the pivotal axis of a‘ steering disc 48', which 
i J ;is immediately above the rear of the wider centralvv 

.portion of the frame plate‘l, and which‘forrns a 
twof-‘armed‘operating lever forcausingthe chains 
45 to ‘be moved concomitantly in opposite direce 
,tions for thereby ,pivot'ally thesteering 
Lwheel 10 in its ‘steering. operation." -' ' 

a . ' Itfwillbe notedthat thesteeringjfork ‘10 will 
';be' rockedfin the ‘same'rdirection‘ asjtheis'teering 
,disc 548. andjto a', somewhat greater" .extentrby 
.' reason of " the slightly longer lever 'armsion, the 
Y'steerin'g disc 48 thanion‘the steering‘ fork; disc. 

' ill, therebycrequiring ,a'jsmall'amount of, slaclr in 
(‘the “connecting: operating’ I Chains 1_ 45,! 45; vTwo 
pairs of'guideeyes {19, 49. are desirably provided 

f'on the platform plate lfor these chains, one such 
pair being located in forward adjacency tojthe 
steering disc'48 and the ‘other pair beinginter 
‘,mediatelydocated relatively to the,~ steering‘ fork 

cs ' ’ ' ' 

'fsho'wh as mounted upon the respective ends of a 
is'c: 11..’ These‘ pairs of; guide‘ eyes 49349. are 

reinforcing strip 50 which forms also abase plate 
_ for thellower ends'oi; the gear frame plates 26, 26. 
' I ‘flfhelsteering disc ‘48 'isinx'ed on lthelower [end 

“. portion 'of'theflowersectionf51 of anupright tele 
: scopic 'steering'shaft; ciBelo’w the steering disc 48' 
.thisvshaft section, 51v is pivoted ,in a bearing" '52 
‘which; isfixedto and projects belowgtheframe 
Mplate 71,1this shaft’ section being‘ 're‘tainedin its 

' i, bearing a pin, d1} through?the; eridfof the shaft Q 

qtively. to-the fulcrum of which 
lasted 
,- “Another 

.backadjustmeht relatively thereto? ._ 7 

below the bearing. . The upstanding major por-' 
tion of this shaft section’51, above the disc“; is V 
tubular and has a ‘longitudinal slot’ 54 extending‘ 
diametrically through ‘it, _this.;tubu1ar_ slotted} 
portion‘terminating at the’ top in anjannular cap’ - 
55, at about two-thirds of the distance upwardly'_ 
from the frame‘plate 1 to the level of the‘seesaw' 
'member 17_ (Figuresal and 4). 

The'upper' section 56 of the telescopic ‘steering 
shaft telescopes downward into the lower tubu- ' 
lar-,,section 51 for‘free longitudinal sliding move 
ment therein. "These two shaft sections151 and 
56 are coupled together to rotate as a unit-at all 
times irrespective; of ,their relative sliding tele-V I 
.s'copic movement, by‘means of a cross‘pin 57 ?xed ; 
in the lowerv ‘end ofthe upper section 56 and 
projecting through the slot 54 at both sides of 
thelower. section 51 (Figures 1 and 4),.‘ ‘The 
upper shaft section 56 projects above the seesaw 
member l7through a-longitudinal slot 581m the? _ - ' 

latter,,which provides for thearcuate movement? 
of the rocking seesaw'member. ‘ This upper 'shaf‘tl 
section 56 is carried by the seesaw member‘ 1'] to 
vmovenipand ‘down therewith, by means of a 
collar ‘59 ?xed against upward movement on, the 
upper ‘shaft'section v56 above the seesaw member‘ 
and cohically taperedonits lower side‘for smooth 
sliding and angular engagementwithithe edges 
of the slot v58 in .the seesaw member. “The-upper 
ls'teeringshaft; section 56 isthus carriedby the 
seesaw member, 17 at a location, thereon'con 

low 

10.5 

veniently'forward- from its narrower seatr-lfor'ml- ' 
ing portion at the rear end thereof. 
.At; a convenient distance ‘above its. supporting V‘ 

‘co1larU-59 the shaft section. 56 terminates. in a 
steering head ‘60; A combined hand hold and 
steering ‘ handle 61 has a forwardly projecting 
‘horizontal T-stem A62 passing‘through the. steel? 
ing head‘ 60 and adjustably. held therein’ bylqa 
thumbscrew'63, ‘the stem 62 desirably-having a 
vfiat thereon to be engagedby the screw. It will" 
be obvious that the handheld provided by.2 the 
steering handle 61 will rise‘_ andtfalhwith the 
rear-end portion of the. seesawcmember’ l7 and’ 
lwillxr-lbe' maintained in substantially.v uniform 
spaced relation above this seesaw member,i rela 

itymay bead 

hand held 64 is Vprovidedconveniently 
rearward fromyihe front seat-forming portion 
of the seesaw member 17 by which?tliishf‘ront 
hand hold is carried; This hand hold 64 has a 
rearwardlyiprojecting; T-‘stem '65 which, passes I 

. through a supporting head 66 in whichit-is ad 
“ justably-‘held, by .a thumb ‘screw‘67 which,‘ may 
idesirablyengagewith:a flat on the 'upperzside , 
_of,the T-stern, The head 66; is rigidlyiirred'lonv 
1 the upper end of; an upstanding stem 68 “the 
.lower- end of’ which is ?rmly-and rigidly secured 
‘.to the" seesaw member. so that ‘thereby’. the 
hand hold- 641 islcon'veniently spaced above the 
:seesaw member and mountedior-Lforwa'rd and 

vSirnilar>_seatbacks- or. backrests 69, ~69 are:=re 

1.10 

2.0 

co-operativeiv relation therewith, these backrests' V 
facing towards each'other and towardsthere- - 
spectivehand- holds.) The bacirrests. 69, 69 are '' 
adjustable alon'gthe seateformwingvend portions 
of the‘; seesaw ' member '17‘ toward, and V away from 

1 . , .mber-i The lséatbacks-?9, 69 was 

jits?fulcrumfrod V18 lineorder to ‘enableridersof ‘ ' 
di?erentgjweight to balance each vother ‘on the 350' 

:spectivel-y adjustablyjmou'nted- on the seat-form- ilf-m H 
,in'g endj'portions of :the seesaw'mernber 17-. out—' 
'wardly, from the hand holds 51 and?é- and vin 



hand hQlrds561 and '64 being correspondingly but 
independently adjustable'co-operate in enabling 
the" riders to maintain their ' position without 
slipping.’ The two backrestsi 69, 69'may be xof 
identical‘construction, .as shown in thedrawings, 
.a'nerorjm'eu, for the most part'at least, from suit 
ably'sl'iapedls'heet metal. Each, of the seat-form 
ingrendaportions of the seesaw plate member 1'7 

7 hasprovided through it"along it's center‘line', av 
series of apertures 70, '70 shown as ?ve in num-~ 
her, which are utilized for holding the backrest 
in adjusted position.‘ ’ _ > __ ‘ 

The backrest 69 is shown as of substantially 
I semi-circular shape andas rising perpendicularly 

20 

25 

from the seesaw plate member 17. ' This backrest 
has forwardly extending side arms the forward 
end portions of which lie outside‘ of and clear of 
the edges of the seesaw member, the upper side 
of‘ the seesaw member being entirely unob 
structed by these forward end portions of the side 
arms; ' Each of these side arm end portions has 
a downward projection or lug formed thereon in 
the same piece ‘therewith, the upper portion '71 of 
which extends straight down at the edge of the ' 
seesaw member plate 17 below which this lug is 

overyt'o project inward, thus forming a 
hook end '72‘which‘engages with, or hooks, be 
heath 'the, lowervside of the seesaw member 1'7 
for holding down theibackrest 69, preventing it 
from tilting backward while providing for it be 
ing freely tilted forward on the seesaw member. 
The rear edge of the hook end '72 is shown as 
projecting. slightly to the rear edge of the'ver-V 
tical side'portionv '71 of the lug, so as better- to 
‘serve as a fulcrum in the tilting or swinging 
movement of- the backrest. The vertical lug'por 
:tion '71 may slightly frictionally grip'the'edges 
'of‘th'e seesaw member, so ‘as to prevent undesir 
able looseness of the backrest. _ V ' 
' The backrest '69 at its back rigidly carries a 

‘ downwardly-"projecting stud '73 which ‘may pass 
freelylth'rough any one of the apertured holes 

*‘70, '70'and for increased security of engagement 
projects somewhat below? the lowerfside of the 
‘seesaw member 17, and will securely hold the 
backrest against slipping. By tilting the backrest 
69 forwardly the stud '73 will be withdrawn ‘from 
an aperture '70,.permitting the backrest then to 
be-moved 'slidably along the seesaw memberand 

' its'stud '73 to'be ‘re-engaged infanother aperture 
"70 by’ swinging the backrest rearwardly ‘to its 
normal position at a different position or adjust 

- "ment relatively to the fulcrumrod 18 of the see 

as saw ' member.‘ . - 

‘~ “Besides the co-operatingadjustable seat backs‘ 
' and hand‘ holds 61-‘and 641, further means 
"are provided for balancing an‘ excesso'f weight 
on one‘end of the'seesawmember'l'l, suchmeans 
being shown; as an adjustable spring counter 

,i’balance.‘ In the illustratedconstructio'n, two 
:T‘extensible ’ or yretractile ' coiled; counterbalance 
‘springs '74 and "75 are adjustably connected to 
gether in‘ series relation by means of a turn 
buckle "76 of substantially lusualj'construction. ’ 

' Une'or'the'sesprings '74 is shown as longer and is 
also somewhat weaker ‘or less resistant, as indi- 
"ifc‘ated by'its extension, than the other spring '75. 
The free 'end of theiohger spring '74 is shown 
‘as disconnectibly'anchored to the platform frame . 
plate 1 just atthe front of the gear frame 26 by " 

‘ means of a hook '77 which vis'secured by. bolts 

1 ‘3,0 and’ to the frame'plate 1. 
75.... 

"I8, '78 to the upper side of the reinforcing strip 
‘ _ x Y The remote or 

outer end of, the other; or shorter spring '75 is 
lshowncas dlsconnectibly attached‘ to the front 
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end of theiseesaw member 1'7 by means of shock. 
'79 below the seesaw member and securedrtherew 
by-bolts' 80,‘ 80 having'?at heads countersunk into 
the upper side of the seesaw member. - 

The’ springs '74-. and '75 may be adjusted ' 
means'of the‘t‘urnbuckle. '76 to compensate for a" 
heavier‘rider'on the rear‘ seat of the‘ seesaw: 
‘member, particularly in case, for example,:the 
rearv rider should be an adult with, a small childv 
as a front rider; i Furthermore, with no'front rider’. 
and in‘ lieu thereof, the above» describedadjust» 
able ‘ spring counterbalance provides: forv the use 
of" the; traveling seesaw device. by‘ a single rider, 
whose weight on the‘ rear seat would. be‘ counter-i 
balanced by’ a corresponding adjustment of the 
springs '74, andy'75. When there is not'too much‘ 
diiferen'c'e in weight between a front rider and 
a‘ rear steering rider, the upper‘ spring‘ '75- may 
be disconnected, from~ its‘ hook"'79' on the seesaw 
member; or the lower spring. 75- may also dis 
connected andv the. retractilef counterbalanclng 
connection comprising-the springs '74 and 15mm 
their -turnbucklei'767then entirely removed. 
The double-pointed arcuate arrow towardsithe 

front end of'the seesaw member 17 (Figure 2)‘ 
indicates the complete rocking movement-of this 
member, the’ front'landrearv outside and arrows 
show the next immediate direction of ‘rocking 
movement of the seesaw member in the forward 
travel-of the device‘ with the cranks'2'7' and 28 
positioned as shown, the forward direction of ro 
tation of the traction wheel 3 being indicated by 
‘the arrowthereon, while the forward direction of 
travel of the’ device is indicated byv the outside 
front straight arrow. The operation of the travel- .3 
ing seesaw device, to whatever extent not obvious, I 
isbelieved to have been’ already fully described 
in connection with therdescription of its cone 
struction. It is obvious that various modi?ca 
tions maybe made in the construction shown in 
the drawings ‘and above particularly described, 
within the principle and scope of the invention as 
defined in the appended claims. ' 
What I claim is:—" " ' ‘ ' 

1. In a traveling seesaw device, the combina-. 
,tion'of a i'rameincluding an upright thereon, a 
seesaw member pivoted on the upright to extend 
fore and aftof the frame, supporting wheels for 

' the frame to include a traction wheel and a steer 
ing wheel, meansfor driving the traction wheel 
‘from the. seesaw. member, an upright sectional 
telescopic steering shaft to which the sections are 
coupled together to turn as a unit irrespective of 
their relative telescopic movement, the lowermost , 
section of said shaft being mounted ~on the frame ~ 
and the uppermost section of this vshaft being 
'_carried by the seesaw member tovmove up and 
down therewith at a point’ towards one end there 
of ' from its pivot, steering connections between 
‘saidQlowermost shaft'section and ,, the steering 
wheel, and a steeringhandle v?xed on the said 
uppermost. ' shaft; section above "the seesaw 
member. .a I , . . . 

2.. The invention de?ned infclaim 1, in which 
the'said steering connection includes a pair of 
co-operating oppositely movable ?exible connect 
ing members. ' v 

3. In a see-saw device, the‘ combination of ‘a 
seesaw member fulcrumed for rocking move 
ment, and‘ a‘backrest mounted onrthe seesaw 
Imember for adjustment thereon relatively to its 
fulcrum, an end portion-of the‘seesaw member 
"having a longitudinal series of holes therein‘ sub 
_ 'stantiallyaiong its center'line, the backrest at 
its back rigidlyfcarrying a downwardly-project 
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ing stud freely removably to enter any oneof 
said holes, the backrest having forwardly extend 
ing side arms the forward end portion of which, 

' clear the edges 'of the seesaw member and leave 
its upper side unobstructed, and downwardly pro 
jecting lugs carried by the forward end portion 
'of the side arms to extend freely past the ‘edges 
of the seesaw member and having inturned pro- ' 
jections to engage beneath, the seesaw member 
thereby providing for the backrest to be tilted 
forwardly to disengage its back studvfrom one of 
said holes in the seesaw member. ' 

4. In a traveling seesaw-device, the combina 
tion of a frame, a seesaw member fulcrumed 
thereon at an elevated position, supporting‘wheels 
for the frame to include a traction wheel, a small 
spur gear coaxially connected to the traction 
wheel to drive the latter, a larger- spur gear mesh 
ing with said smaller gear, a crank coaxially con 
nected to the larger gear for rotatingthe-latter, 
and a connecting rod pivotally connecting the 
crank to the seesaw member at a point farther 
removed from its fulcrum than the length of the 
crank, whereby the multiplying action of the said 
gears will correspondingly increase the speed 0 
travel of the said'device. ‘ i ' 

5. In a‘ traveling seesaw device, the combina 
tion of a frame, a seesaw member fulcrumed at 
an elevated position on the frame, supporting 
wheels for the frame toinclude a traction wheel, 
and operating mechanism connecting the seesaw 
member with, the traction wheel, such mechanism 

, 5 

including a crank shaft‘journaled on the frame 
and provided with opposed cranks, a connecting 
rod operatively connecting one of these cranks 
to the seesaw member at one side of the fulcrum 
of the latter, and a two-partconnecting rod of 
which the parts are'relatively telescopically freely 
slidable longitudinally of onefanother‘with one 
of its said parts pivoted on the other crank and 
with its other said part pivoted to the seesaw 
member at the other side of its fulcrum from the 
said operating connected connecting rod. 

6.'In a traveling seesaw device, the combina 
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tion ofv a frame, a seesaw member‘ fulcrumed at- ' 
an, elevated position on the frame, ~supporting 
wheels for the frame toinclude a traction wheel, 
and operating mechanism connecting the seesaw 
member’with the traction wheel, such mechanism ‘ 7‘ 
including a- ‘crank shaft journaled on the frame 
and provided with opposed cranks, a pair of longi 
tudinally telescopic connecting rods respectively 
pivotally lconnectingrthc cranks to the seesaw , ' 
member at respectively, opposite‘sides of its ful 
crum, and locking means for each of the con 
necting rods to lock it in telescopically adjusted 
condition while the other connecting rod is left 
unlocked for free telescopic movement, whereby 
either of the connecting rods may be utilized as an 
operating rod and the position of the seesaw mem 
ber may be adjusted by adjustably lengthening or‘ 
‘shortening this operating rod. ' a I 
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